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BRIDGES - FISHING
William Killough hosts the Bridges students at his lake down Coaling Road.  Students are served a meal, given a
devotion, and volunteers take the students to the lake to fish.  They fish every Wednesday during April, then the

last Wednesday in April, Mr. Killough serves a fish fry.  It is really fun! - Mrs. Curtis

SCS FOUNDATION MEETING
The Sylacauga City Schools Foundation had it's monthly meeting at Nichols-Lawson Middle School. The Foundation

was treated with a performance from our NLMS band and got to hear all about the great things being done with the
grant money NLMS has received. Pictured above is Emma Dean, Brooklyn Leonard, and Kevin Davis. These students

gave the Foundation an update on all the ways in wich the students use the NLMS Fablab.



Student Council trip to tuscaloosa

Twenty students traveled to the annual Alabama Student Council Association Conference on

April 14th and 15th. Students got to hear from exciting speakers, participate in memorable

activities, and received opportunities to enhance leadership skills
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The SCS
Foundation also
received a check

from Vaden
Toyota of

Sylacauga in the
amount of
$1,425.00.

These kiddos made the “Wall of Fame” for

the March test for the Perennial Math

competition!! So proud!! They scored a 5 out

of 6 on their March test! - Mrs. Johnson

Kayne Hodnett, Isaac Wilson, Ben Wesson,

and Cooper Holcomb at the April 4H

Shooting Championships.



We had three wonderful classes rotate through Sylacauga GROWS this morning. 
It was a pleasure for Bill and me to work with Jaclyn and her Nichols-Lawson

students.  They took part in a tour of the garden, activating prior knowledge with
garden vocabulary, and ended with a plant identification activity.  They worked
in small teams exploring the garden and fruit orchard while learning to identify
12 fruits.  They learned that a human being (Farmer Bill) could be an excellent

resource. The last class identified a white moth of Jack Wilbanks tree while
identifying. We look forward to them returning May 10.

I made the students aware of the volunteer opportunities in the garden.  Several
asked about using this as their volunteer service for school.  There were two who

were very interested in plants, farming, trees, etc.  We discussed the County
Extension opportunities they might check out as well as looking at what Auburn

University offers in the line of horticulture, agriculture, etc.  It was a very nice
morning. - Pam Roberts

Seventh grade student Brody Nickolson was

awarded honorable mention in the Scholastic

Breaking Barriers essay contest. For the

contest, students are tasked with writing about

a barrier they have overcome using values that

Jackie Robinson relied on throughout his life

and career. Brody received a certificate, a letter

from Sharon Robinson (Jackie Robinson's

daughter), and a Dodgers PopSocket for his

phone. The contest received more than 8,000

essay submissions from across the U.S. - Mrs.

McLain


